Abstract-Consumer interest in 3D television (3DTV) is growing steadily, but current available 3D displays still need additional eye-wear and suffer from the limitation of a single stereo view pair. So it can be assumed that auto-stereoscopic multiview displays are the next step in 3D-at-home entertainment, since these displays can utilize the Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD) format to synthesize numerous viewing angles from only a small set of given input views. This motivates efficient MVD compression as an important keystone for commercial success of 3DTV. In this paper we concentrate on the compression of depth information in an MVD scenario. There have been several publications suggesting depth down-and upsampling to increase coding efficiency. We follow this path, using our recently introduced Edge Weighted Optimization Concept (EWOC) for depth upscaling. EWOC uses edge information from the video frame in the upscaling process and allows the use of sparse, non-uniformly distributed depth values. We exploit this fact to expand the depth down-/upsampling idea with an adaptive lowpass filter, reducing high energy parts in the original depth map prior to subsampling and compression. Objective results show the viability of our approach for depth map compression with up-to-date High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). For the same Y-PSNR in synthesized views we achieve up to 18.5% bit rate decrease compared to full-scale depth and around 10% compared to competing depth down-/upsampling solutions. These results were confirmed by a subjective quality assessment, showing a statistical significant preference for 87.5% of the test cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Auto-stereoscopic displays for three-dimensional television (3DTV) render intermediate views from the Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD [1] ) format to reduce the required transmission bandwidth. Upcoming video compression, i.e. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC [2] ), is assumed to be the future standard for this transmission. The question is how we can combine the characteristics of MVD with the strengths of HEVC to further decrease bandwidth? Stereoscopic 3D content is making its way from the cinemas into our homes. But the raised consumer expectations in a living room scenario call for a more sophisticated 3DTV representation without additional eye-wear and increased viewingangle. This need can be satisfied with auto-stereoscopic multiview displays, which provide spatial-multiplexed views for a range of viewing positions. Transmitting each single view is inappropriate, since intermediate views can be generated from an MVD input. Still, the required bandwidth is much higher than in traditional (2D) TV broadcast. Efficient MVD coding is the key to realize 3DTV broadcasting and guarantee its commercial success. This paper focuses upon coding MVD depth map sequences. Depth maps describe scene geometry with per-pixel depth values represented as a gray-scale image. The European AT-TEST project [3] has shown that depth maps can be efficiently compressed by state-of-the-art video coding, allocating 10-20% of the overall bit rate budget for depth map sequences [4] . Klimaszewski et al. show that coding efficiency can be increased by transmitting downscaled depth maps [5] . Several approaches have been proposed to enhance depth upscaling results with corresponding texture information, e.g. utilizing texture edges [6] or weighting color similarity [7] , [8] . Kopf et al. introduced Joint Bilateral Upscaling (JBU) [9] , a concept widely used in sensor-fusion upscaling, e.g. for time-of-flight (ToF) range sensors, which can also be transferred into a depth map coding scenario.
Recently we introduced an Edge Weighted Optimization Concept (EWOC) for ToF super-resolution [10] , utilizing edge information from a video feed. Just like JBU this approach can easily be transferred into a depth map coding scheme. The novelty in this paper is that we do not only use texture information for upscaling, but also identify unimportant depth regions before downscaling. By exploiting the characteristics of depth maps we apply pre-processing to these regions, improving HEVC coding efficiency with only fractional loss in synthesis quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We propose a novel depth map coding scheme Sec. II, describe its evaluation in Sec. III and present the results in Sec. IV. The paper is concluded in Sec. V.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The scope of this paper lies in depth compression for MVD transmission, where HEVC will play an important role as the new upcoming video coding standard. We utilize the efficiency of HEVC and concentrate on depth pre-and post-processing to increase coding efficiency. The scheme proposed in this paper produces fully HEVC-compliant depth maps for a single view. Current MVD coding actions, like inter-and intra-view prediction, are not part of this paper but fully supported, since we apply no changes to the video file structure. Fig. 1 shows the principle of our depth coding proposal. Starting with uncompressed texture image V and depth map D, we apply an adaptive low-pass filter on the depth map. The resulting depth map D adapt is downsampled and encoded with HEVC. After decompression we apply EWOC depth upscaling using information from the decoded full resolution texture image V to regain the full resolution depth map D EW OC for view synthesis. The novelty of this approach is distributed over the two blocks marked in red: Adaptive Blur and EWOC upscaling. This section gives a detailed description of these processing steps as well as the applied downsampling scheme.
A. Adaptive depth blurring
In this step we make use of the characteristics of depth maps and combine them with the strengths of modern video coding. Depth maps consist of large smooth regions and sharp value transitions between regions. Video coding algorithms are very good in compressing uniform areas by removing redundancy. If we increase the uniformity in smooth depth regions, while still keeping important information at region transitions. We can increase the coding efficiency with a fractional loss in quality. We assume that important depth transitions between objects are represented by edges in the texture image and generate an edge map from the video frame V using a 'Canny' edge detector. For the later downsampling step we widen the edges in the edge map to form the edge mask M V . This is a binary mask describing 'important' object transitions with ones and uniform regions with zeros. Using M V we convolute depth map D with the Gaussian lowpass filter G 16 to remove potential high frequencies in constant depth regions, while keeping the important information at object borders. The nonuniformly blurred depth map D adapt is gained as follows:
where G 16 and G 3 are both Gaussian lowpass filters. G 16 has a size of 16x16 pixel and σ = 4. G 3 is 3x3 pixel with σ = 0.5. The edge mask M V is convoluted with G 3 to smooth the transitions between filtered and non-filtered parts of the depth map.
B. Depth downsampling
Spatial subsampling is frequently used in image and video compression schemes and is a popular trend for depth compression. Due to the large, only gradually changing areas in depth maps, it provides good bit rate savings with only limited loss in quality. The problem with traditional downsampling is the significant edge blurring due to lowpass anti-aliasing filters. This inflicts the exact depth values needed at object boundaries. We reduce this edge-blurring effect by applying an anti-aliasing filter with a cut-off frequency above the Nyquist frequency. In this way frequencies just below the Nyquist frequency are preserved, accepting some aliasing.
For the evaluated sequences, G 3 provides sufficient antialiasing before downsampling by a factor of n = 2.
C. EWOC depth upscaling
After transmission, we need to reconstruct the decoded subsampled depth map D low to the original full resolution for pixel-by-pixel view synthesis. We apply EWOC depth upscaling, utilizing edge information from the corresponding texture frame. The basic principle of the EWOC is shown in Fig. 2 : Values of the low resolution depth map D low are rearranged on a full resolution grid according to their exact spatial position, resulting in the sparse depth map D sparse . We fill D sparse solving a least square error problem, where we encourage the depth of each pixel d(x, y) to be similar to its spatial neighbors. To avoid depth blurring at object boundaries, we introduce a weighting function Q E , allowing pixels on object borders to be less similar. For Q E we take the assumption from Sec. II-A that objects borders are represented by the edge map E V from the decoded video frame V :
The spatial smoothness requirements for the edge weighted optimization can then be described as follows:
A more detailed explanation of the whole upscaling process can be found in the paper introducing EWOC [10] .
III. TEST ARRANGEMENT AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
This new coding scheme has been evaluated on the test sequences 'Street' and 'Hall2' from Poznañ University of Technology, two photographic 1920x1088 pixel resolution sequences with estimated depth maps [11] . This choice was motivated by the quality of their estimated depth maps, their open availability for the research community and the different depth structure in both sequences. While 'Hall2' has large uniform areas with straight edges, 'Street' is more erratic with small details and a more complex depth structure. Both sequences are also part of the evaluation criteria for the recent MPEG call for proposals (CfP) on 3D Video Coding Technology [12] . This allows for an easy comparison to upcoming trends in 3D video compression.
A. Test procedures
To show the validity of our approach, two testing procedures have been designed: The first to assess the feasibility of adaptive blurring in a depth coding scheme, the second to point out its benefits in MVD coding.
For the first test view synthesis with EWOC upscaled depth maps was compared to synthesis using full resolution and JBU upscaled depth maps, respectively. For EWOC the depth maps were pre-processed as described in Sec. II-A, both EWOC and JBU depth sequences were downsampled as described in Sec. II-B. No pre-processing was applied to the JBU sequences. We chose an up-/downscaling factor of n=2, which leads to a 4:1 reduction in the number of depth values. The low resolution depth maps were then upscaled using JBU and EWOC in two different tests. The depth map sequences were encoded with the quantization parameters (QP) 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40 and 44. The video sequences with a fixed QP 32.
In the second test we utilized the achieved depth bit rate reduction to increase the bit rate budget of the texture sequences for an increased video quality. We used the bit rate anchor points for a 2-view HEVC compliant coding scenario from the MPEG CfP [12] resulting in QPs as shown in Tab. I. Note that any additional overhead, e.g. camera and depth parameters, have been excluded from the bit rate allocation. The overall maximum bit rate was divided by 2 for left and right view and distributed between texture and depth. For the coded full-scale depth maps we allocated 20% of the bit rate budget to the depth sequences, for our approach only 10%, giving the same total bit rate.
The results of the second test scenario have been additionally evaluated by a subjective quality assessment following ITU recommendations [13] . We asked 20 test subjects, aged between 19 and 49, to rate the quality of synthesized views at the eight compression anchors presented in Tab. I. We presented four training sequences followed by the eight test sequences on a 23" full HD resolution display. The background luminance was set at 15% of the display luminance and the viewing distance was at three times the display height. The subjects were asked to rate in a pairwise stimuluscomparison (SC) scheme at the matching overall bitrates. The perceived quality difference between our approach and full-scale HEVC was rated on a scale from 'much better' (+3), 'better' (+2), 'slightly better' (+1), 'similar' (0), 'slightly worse' (-1), 'worse' (-2) to 'much worse' (-3).
B. Methodology
Video and depth sequences were coded with the latest HEVC test model HM-4.0 [14] . We used a GOP size of 12 and clean coding refresh (CDR) pictures to fulfill the MPEG CfP requirements for random access points every 0.5 seconds.
All sequences were coded with the same settings, only varying spatial resolution and QP. No multiview video coding (MVC) was applied. For both tests we synthesized from left and right view to the center view using the MPEG "View Synthesis Reference Software" (VSRS [15] ). For objective evaluation we provided rate-distortion graphs for both tests. Distortion is represented as Y-PSNR, based on the error between the synthesized view and the true center view. For the first test we used the bit rate for one view (average between left and right), for the second test, the overall bit rate including texture and depth for both views.
IV. RESULTS
The rate-distortion graphs in Fig. 3 show the validity of our proposal as a depth map coding scheme. At bit rates below 105kps for 'Street' and 60kbps for 'Hall2', it outperforms full-scale depth map coding. For higher bit rates the distortion introduced by down-/upscaling is too large to allow competitive quality, as the similar trends for JBU upscaled depth and our proposal show. For lower bit rates, coding efficiency is increased by up to 16.5% for 'Street' and 18.5% for 'Hall2' compared to full-scale coded depth, including both the effects of depth down-/upscaling and adaptive pre-filtering. The comparison between JBU and our proposal shows an 10% increase in coding efficiency for 'Street' and 12% for 'Hall2' at the same points, stating the advantage of adaptive pre-filtering. These numbers show also how scene content influences coding results. 'Hall2' with its large uniform areas gets even better results than the complex depth structure of 'Street'.
In the second test procedure, the gained depth coding efficiency was used to increase the texture quality. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We replicate the results from the first test procedure, showing even higher efficiency at the three lower bit rate points with up to 0.6dB increase in Y-PSNR. At the higher bit rates we now obtain slightly better or similar objective quality, since the negative effects shown in Fig. 3 were compensated with higher texture quality. One danger using texture information for depth upscaling is the effect the compression has on the edge detection. Our approach handles this well, as the good results for low overall bit rates show.
These objective results were verified in our subjective test. For test sequence 'Hall2' all subjects picked similar or better quality for view synthesis with our depth map coding approach. And the same for the two lower bit rate points of 'Street'. As Fig. 5 shows, there is no significant preference for the highest bit rate point of 'Street'. Still the overall results show a statistical significant preference of the proposed method in 7 out of 8 test cases. We expect to achieve even larger gains in a stereo viewing scenario, where binocular fusion will improve the experienced quality.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a novel depth map coding scheme for the MVD format, using depth up-/downscaling and adaptive filtering. Unlike similar approaches we extent the concept of bilateral information for upscaling to include a non-uniform lowpass filtering before downscaling to increase HEVC coding efficiency. Depth map sequences from an MVD signal are downscaled by a factor of 2, compressed with HEVC and upscaled with EWOC, using texture edge information. Objective results showed up to 18.5% gain in coding efficiency for lower bit rates. Compared to a similar depth down-/upscaling approach, our adaptive pre-filtering brought around 10% increase in coding effieciency. At higher bit rates the distortions introduced by down-/upscaling were too prominent to achieve competetive results, when using a constant texture bit rate. If the reduction in depth bit rate was used to increase the texture bit rate budget, we achieved similar results at higher bit rates. Subjective evaluation showed a statistical significant preference for the proposed method in 87.5% of the presented test cases, compared to full-scale HEVC depth map coding.
Future research will include more detailed subjective testing, especially for stereo viewing. It can be assumed that this will lead to a larger gain in perceived quality, since binocular fusion with the less compressed texture will likely compensate for the synthesized view. Further points that need to be addressed are complexity and processing time, quality of edge detection and possible effects of inter-view coding.
